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This  important  article  by  Peter  Koenig  was  first  published  on  February  9,  2023,  in  the
immediate wake of the earthquake. It was updated on February 22, 2023, following the
testimony of Serdar Hussein and on September 16, 2023 in relation to  recent extreme
climatic  events  including  the  earthquake  in  Morocco,  the  floods  in  Libya,  the  wildfires  in
Hawaii.   

Author’s Introductory Note

While there is no absolute proof that the 6 February 2023 (7.8 Richter) earthquake was
manmade,  caused  by  ENMOD  /  HAARP  technologies  (Environmental  Modification  /  High-
frequency Active Auroral Research Program), more than circumstantial evidence is growing
that we are living in a geoengineering war – where weather and climate are manipulated by
highly sophisticated technologies – which are also able to create earthquakes – and are
presented as “climate change”. 

The recent – 8 September 2023 – seism (6.8) – in Morocco has characteristics similar to the
ones of the February 2023 Turkey quake.

In addition, for those who are still believing the CO2-manmade “climate change” narrative,
please  consider  the  extreme  weather  conditions,  the  historic  September  monster-floods
killing thousands of people in Libya, a country destroyed in 2011 by France, US, and NATO –
which  also  lynched  their  leader,  Muammar  Gaddafi,  who  wanted  to  free  Africa  from  the
French,  UK,  and  US  predators,  with  a  common  African  currency,  the  Gold  Dinar.

Also look at extreme heatwaves in China in July 2023, followed by extreme flooding, never
recorded in known history, as well  as the simultaneous hurricanes hitting the southern
Chinese East Coast. 

The destruction of  Lahaina,  the capital  of  Maui,  Hawaii,  also the seat of  the Hawaiian
Kingdom, through Directed Energy Weapons (DEW), capable of generating electromagnetic
blueish laser-type beams with temperatures of up to 6000 degrees C, literally blowing up
buildings, melting cars, but leaving trees intact, killing possibly thousands of people. All
make-believe “climate change”.
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We, the People, must open our eyes to these realities and the lies from the small but
powerful financial-digital-military elite dominating the mainstream with daily misinformation.

Peter Koenig, September 16, 2023

Update. The Testimony of Serdar Hussein, the Head of the Turkish Space Agency

Waking-up is a conscientious trigger that must occur in the soul of each one of us to safe
humanity and our civilization.

The conclusion of “No Evidence So Far” in the title referred to the strong suspicion that this
horrendous  quake  was  the  result  of  an  ENMOD  engineered  disaster.  (Environmental
Modification  Techniques).  Up  to  this  day  it  killed  more  than  48,000  people,  injured  more
than half a million, and still tens of thousands are missing.  

Will there ever be justice?

Will the presumed perpetrators be brought to trial?  

The “no evidence” statement is wearing thinner and thinner, especially, when listening to
Serdar Hussein, the Head of the Turkish Space Agency talking on Russian TV.

He uses hyperbolic emblematic speech, when talking about the hard titanium alloy material
being launched to the Earth. It refers to using the titanium alloy rods to send these deadly,
super-power beams of energy to earth, deep into the ground to cause the earthquake:  

Transcript (Translation)

The head of the Turkish Space Agency, Serdar Hussein Yildirim, on weapons capable of
causing earthquakes:

You know those power poles on the streets. They are similar to these pillars, about 8-10
meters high. Metal rods.

There is nothing inside the rod, no explosives, nothing, but it’s a metal rod made of a
hard titanium alloy material.

They put them in a satellite. A certain amount of. And then they aim and launch them to
Earth. It’s like a stick with a sharp point. For example, God forbid, it falls somewhere,
we will not name the disaster scenario now, but as soon as it falls to the ground, it
penetrates up to 5 km deep into the earth.  

This happens very quickly and creates an earthquake of magnitude 7-8.

As a result of the impact, everything that is there will be destroyed. Look, there are no
weapons here, no explosives, no bombs, nothing like that. Simple sticks [rods]. But
there is such a force that comes from outer space, and you have no chance to see it,
stop it, or defend yourself.”  

See video here

Serdar Hussein’s statement remains to be verified.

https://t.me/translatedrussiannews/9846
https://vk.com/wall-5158073_2875974?lang=en&z=video-5158073_456274535%2F72be4326361e7b76f0%2Fpl_post_-5158073_2875974
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Peter Koenig, February 22, 2023

***

According to Turkey’s President Recep Tayyip Erdogan “More than 13 million people have
been affected by the devastating earthquake in Turkey.” (quoted by Tass, February 7, 2023)

“The earthquake has caused colossal damage. It was the biggest-ever calamity not only
in our country’s history but in the history of the entire world,” Erdogan was quoted
telling local television channels.

“We are living through the most painful days in our history. Two powerful earthquakes,
with the epicenters in Pazarcik and Elbistan in Kahramanmaras, [close to the city of
Gaziantep] have caused large-scale damage in ten provinces. Around 13.5 million [out
of 85 million Turkish population] of our citizens have been affected on these territories,”
he said.

Early Monday morning at around 4 AM on February 6, 2023, a massive 7.8 magnitude
earthquake rocked southeast Turkey and Syria. According to the US Geological Survey, the
earthquake’s epicenter hit an area about 30 km from Gaziantep (2.1 million population), a
major city and provincial capital 100 km from the Syrian border. The quake was centered
about 18 km deep.

It was followed by a strong 6.7 magnitude aftershock about 10 minutes later. Read more
here. See also NY Post drone video below of some of the devastated areas.

The death toll from the earthquake so far exceeds 5,400, and some 32,000 people were
injured. This is only after day two, when most of the destruction and rubble has not yet been
searched for survivors or bodies.

The earthquake also hit northern Syria, leaving so far at least 1,200 deaths and thousands
of injured. (See 2 google maps to the left).

By comparison, the 1960 Chile earthquake hitting the Santiago area was one of the most
devastating tremors in recent history, killing some 1,700 people, plus the ensuing tsunami
with a death toll of between 2000 and 2,500, and tens of thousands of injured.

A Gigantic Act of Terror?

If President Erdogan is right, that this is one of the world’s largest calamities ever – and it
looks very much like he is right – wars notwithstanding, is this an act of terror?

What has Turkey done to elicit such a devastating reaction – by whom?

The US of A? NATO, which as far as command goes is also Washington and the Pentagon?

A few recent initiatives by Turkey – a key member and heavy-weight of NATO for her
strategic geographic location between east and west – may have provoked the wrath of her
NATO allies.

Not necessarily in order of priority:

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&redir_token=QUFFLUhqazdjSDF1R1huazNXQ0RrXzNfLU9qd2dCa05hQXxBQ3Jtc0ttTkktQnJuYTJhQ0w0TDI0dVFrRmduMnNYblAzM3V2cVAwNk9EYjB3RVJJN1dXUW9rWW9EdmROeF84enBRNHI4Nm1hSVR5SlROWl8wb3RXUUg3d1luREtGdEUwTFBkdTNpUmdlNmw0NXNzTzMtbVBObw&q=https%3A%2F%2Fnypost.com%2F2023%2F02%2F05%2F7-8-magnitude-earthquake-knocks-down-buildings-in-central-turkey%2F&v=-wwQPst33LI
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1. Turkey has entered an alliance with Russia – which for a NATO-member is  like
“sleeping with the enemy”. (Michel Chossudovsky) See this and this. Such a partnership
with a NATO enemy is indeed an absolute no-go for the west.

2. Under this alliance, Turkey has decided to buy theRussian S-400 Air Defense system,
instead of the US Patriot system, as it would behoove for a NATO member, especially
one as crucial  as is  Turkey.  Patriot  (standing for  Phased Array Tracking Radar for
Intercept on Target) is a surface-to-air missile and anti-ballistic system. It is NATO’s air
defense system. Instead, Turkey’s decision for the more sophisticated, more precise
and effective Russian S-400 is a strong backbone for her alliance with Russia.

3. President Erdogan brokered in 2017 a US$ 2.5 billion deal with President Putin for the
S-400. First deliveries of the S-400 missile batteries arrived in 2019.

4. The S-400 system is said to pose a risk to the NATO alliance as well as the F-35,
America’s most expensive weapons platform. Turkey was severely sanctioned at the
time by President Trump, notably by a foreign-manipulated currency devaluation of the
Turkish Lira – which had a devastating impact on Turkey’s economy. It  is unusual,
almost unheard of, for Washington to “punish” a NATO member for misbehavior. 

5.  US warship  USS Nitze  barred from entering the Black Sea through the Turkish
controlled Bosporus. According to USNI News, the US warship USS Nitze, a US destroyer,
was spotted in early February 2023, operating near the Black Sea. It is said to be the
closest a US warship has come to Russia since Putin’s invasion of Ukraine began.

6. On February 3rd, the Nitze was seen at the lower edge of the Bosphorus Strait, en
route to a port call in Turkey. The last US warship to pass through the strait was the USS
Arleigh Burke (DDG-51), which left the Black Sea on December 15, 2021. See Google
map below, followed by video on the USS Nitze

https://www.globalresearch.ca/unspoken-divisions-within-nato-sleeping-with-enemy/5805828
https://www.globalresearch.ca/unspoken-divisions-within-nato-sleeping-with-enemy/5805828
https://www.globalresearch.ca/video-say-no-to-world-war-iii-abolish-nato-michel-chossudovsky/5807224
https://news.usni.org/2023/02/03/u-s-destroyer-operating-near-the-black-sea-for-first-time-since-russia-invaded-ukraine
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7. In February 2022, Turkey closed the Bosphorus passage from the Mediterranean to
the Black Sea for all vessels which do not have a national port within the Black Sea. This
means, US war ships are not allowed to cross from the Med-Sea through the Bosporus
into the Black Sea, from where Russia may be vulnerable for cruise missiles form US
destroyers, for example the USS Nitze. In the meantime, Nitze has scheduled a port call
at Gölcük Naval Base, in the Sea of Marmara (see Google map above).

8. Turkey, a key NATO country, between East and West, with the crucial Bosphorus as
the  dividing  line,  is  closing  a  critical  strategic  passage  to  her  NATO ally  –  NATO
commander  –  protecting  Russia,  the  US  enemy  –  may  not  be  seen  with  joy  by
Washington.

9. Turkish – Syrian rapprochement, is certainly not what Washington wants. It is the
latest development in regional surprises, as reported by Arab Center Washington DC –
see this.

10. Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s interest in a rapprochement with Syrian
President Bashar al-Assad is the latest chapter in his delicate domestic and regional
balancing act, and it has his friends and enemies alike, especially the US, scrambling for
how this development might impact them. The rapprochement, if it succeeds, would
further  complicate  the  domestic  and  regional  dynamics  in  northern  Syria  without
securing any clear advantage for Erdogan beyond, perhaps, in the upcoming Turkish
elections.

11. Remember the Russian Involvement in Syria – when the US was chased out of

https://arabcenterdc.org/resource/erdogans-rapprochement-with-assad-spells-trouble-for-syrian-refugees/
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Syria? At the request of President Bashar al-Assad – Russian military, mostly air force
interference from September 2015 until the end of 2017, was largely responsible for
Washington’s  significant  withdrawal,  albeit  not  complete,  from  Syria.  In  2017,  when
“mission accomplished”, Russian combat troops were withdrawn, but Russia keeps a
nominal military police presence in Northern Syria.

12. Turkey’s Bombshell – a few days ago, rejecting Sweden as NATO member, may have
been the proverbial straw that broke the camel’s back. For a new country to become a
NATO member, ALL NATO nations must approve the new candidate.

13. Sweden says they cannot meet some of the Turkish conditions. Among them are
Turkey’s accusations that Sweden is supporting members of the Kurdish Working Party
– the PKK, archenemies of Erdogan’s.

14. According to a Turkish Crisis Group, some 30,000 to 40,000 people are estimated to
have died in fighting between the PKK and Turkish government, since 1984.

15. Maybe there were also some Russian interests at stake in Turkey’s rejection of
Sweden as  a  NATO member.  Although peace has  prevailed  between Sweden and
Russia, since 1809, the two countries never achieved a close relationship, unlike the
situation with other neighbors. This is particularly the case with the current Swedish
Government.

Turkish General Elections on 14 May 2023.

If  the  timing  of  the  earthquake  was  part  of  a  plan,  it  would  fit  perfectly  into  the  coming
General Elections on 14 May 2023. President Erdogan and his Justice and Development
Party (AK Party), are currently not doing well in popularity polls.

Depending on his dealing with the consequences of the earthquake, he and his Party may
gain or  lose in  approval  ratings.  Usually,  „natural“  disasters  do not  bode well  for  the
governments in place, regardless of whether they bear any responsibility.

In any case, new elections bring new “opportunities”. In the meantime, it is clear to most
analysts, that no elections are truly “democratic” – that there is literally no election in the
world in which the decisive vote – the decisive influence – is not exerted by the Anglosaxon
western empire.

Replacing Erdogan with a US stooge, might bring Turkey back as the desired all obedient
NATO country, no alliance with Russia, no more “sleeping with the enemy”.

Is it a coincidence that just a few days after Turkey rejected Sweden’s candidacy for NATO
membership, a massive, deadly and all-destructive earthquake hits Turkey, with serious 
ramification for Syria, and even impacting on Cyprus and Lebanon.

Was The Earthquake the Consequence of A Terror Attack? No Evidence

Artificial  earthquakes  have  been  prompted  before.  For  example,  the  12  January  2010
earthquake  off  Port-au-Prince,  capital  city  of  Haiti,  is  suspected  having  been  prompted  by
underwater / underground explosions, in order to bring huge oil reserves lodged largely
around the shores of the Caribbean Sea, closer to the surface to be easier accessible and
exploitable.  William  Engdahl’s  “Strategic  denial  of  oil  in  Haiti?”  points  clearly  in  this
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direction.

F.  William Engdahl  says  Geo-physics  suggest  there  could  be  massive  oil  and  mineral
deposits in and off-shore Haiti. See this 9-min video from 30 January 2010.

The US Air Force’s Weather Warfare 

Weather-modification, according to the US Air Force document AF 2025 Final Report,  “offers
the war fighter a wide range of possible options to defeat or coerce an adversary”:

‘Weather  modification  will  become  a  part  of  domestic  and  international  security  and
could be done unilaterally… It could have offensive and defensive applications and even
be used for deterrence purposes. The ability to generate precipitation, fog and storms
on earth or to modify space weather… and the production of artificial weather all are a
part of an integrated set of [military] technologies.”

Study Commissioned by the US Air Force: Weather as a Force Multiplier, Owning the
Weather in 2025, August 1996 

The High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program (HAARP)

The US Air Force’s “Weather Warfare” is related to The High Frequency Active Auroral
Research Program (HAARP) which was developed in the early 1990s.

A scientific report (HAL Id: hal-01082992) regarding HAARP (2011, 2014) explains that high-
power ELF radiation generated by modulated HF heating of the ionosphere could cause
Earthquakes,  Cyclones  and localized heating.  The paper  by  Fran De Aquino Maranhao
summarized the scientific findings as follows:

“HAARP is currently [2014], [the project was closed in Gakona, Alaska and transferred in
2014] the most important facility  used to generate extremely low frequency (ELF)
electromagnetic radiation in the ionosphere. In order to produce this ELF radiation, the
HAARP transmitter radiates a strong beam of high frequency (HF) waves modulated at
ELF.

This HF heating modulates the electrons’ temperature in the D region ionosphere and
leads to modulated conductivity and a time-varying current which then radiates at the
modulation frequency. Recently, the HAARP HF transmitter operated with 3.6GW of
effective radiated power modulated at frequency of 2.5Hz. It is shown that high-power
ELF radiation generated by HF ionospheric heaters, such as the current HAARP heater,
can cause Earthquakes, Cyclones and strong localized heating.”

The patents used to develop the HAARP program are owned by Raytheon through its E-
Systems subsidiary.

It  should  be  noted  that  with  the  closing  down of   The  High-frequency  Active  Auroral
Research Program (HAARP) program in Gakona, Alaska in 2014 for another location, the
Pentagon’s  Defense  Advanced  Research  Projects  Agency  (DARPA)  has  been  actively
involved in ENMOD research, most of which is classified. See this

https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/documents/vol3ch15.pdf
https://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/documents/vol3ch15.pdf
https://hal.science/hal-01082992
https://hal.science/hal-01082992
https://www.science.org/content/article/darpa-explore-geoengineering
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At the time of writing, there is suspicion, but no concrete evidence that the Turkey-Syria
Earthquake was an Act of Terror, triggered by Environmental Modification Techniques.

The above statements remain to be fully ascertained.  
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Research articles.
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Featured image: The earthquake destroyed buildings in the town of Jandaris, near Afrin, Syria.Credit:
Rami al-Sayed/AFP/Getty
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